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Big Data Hype

80% of big data projects fail
Smart data vs. big data
Variety of data vs. big data
Technology hype
Business intelligence (BI) hype
Data science hype
Data science vs. data engineering
Goal: optimal decision-making 







Top 5 Data Challenges

1. Flawed DW / BI design
2. Cost of technology infrastructure
3. Shortage of data scientists
4. Lack of skills to manage big data projects
5. Lack of skills to analyze the data



Data Science Definition

"Data Science" means the scientific study of 
the creation, validation and transformation 
of data to create meaning.  



Eight Levels of Analytics
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Benefits of Data Science

Discovering what we don't know from data

Obtaining predictive, actionable insight

Creating data products with impact

Communicating relevant stories

Better decision making

Add organization and client value



Data Scientist Definition

A "Data Scientist" is a professional who uses 
scientific methods to liberate and create 
meaning from raw data - somebody who 
can play with data, spot trends and learn 
truths few others know. 

Data scientists are inquisitive: exploring, 
asking questions, doing “what if” analysis, 
questioning existing assumptions and 
processes.



Types of Analytics







Types of Data Analysis



Data Engineers

The designers, builders and managers of the big data 

infrastructure. 

They develop the architecture that helps analyze and 

process data in the way the business needs it. 

And they make sure those systems are performing 

smoothly.





Total Enterprise Data Growth 2005-2015



The Internet of Things



The Data Supply Chain



Data Science is a Team Sport



Data Science Teams

Business architects: Team leaders 

Data scientists: Find actionable insights

Data engineers: Technology

Data architects: Programmers

Data visualizers: Translate into lay understanding

Data change agents: Drive changes in processes

Data analysts: Data curation & models

Business analysts: Domain expertise



Data Science Tools

Scientific methods

Analytical techniques

Machine learning techniques

Deep learning

Algorithm design and execution

Data visualization and story-telling

Statistics

Math

Neural networks

Data mining

Data modeling



Data Science Formula



Domains

Finance
Retail
Marketing / sales
Human resources
E-commerce / advertising
Health care / biotech / pharma
Legal system / law enforcement
National and business security
Government services
Non-profit / education
Energy
Manufacturing / IOT



Applications

Predict market trends
Predict customer needs
Create customized offers for each segment and channel
Predict changes in demand and supply across the entire 
supply chain
Hire the right people
Manage the workforce
Predict who is likely to quit their job
Predict how market-price volatility will impact your 
production plans
Manage risk



Applications

Fraud detection
Decision support systems
Collection analytics
Cross-selling
Customer retention
Portfolio design and management
Product design
Economic forecasts; risk management
Insurance underwriting



Non-profit Applications

Attract new members
Reduce membership churn
Predict member / subject interests
Optimize human capital
Optimize operations
Predict future trends
Select best conference locations



Book: Tribal Leadership

Dave Logan
John King
Halee Fischer-Wright 

Five stages of tribal development



STAGE 1 

Shared by most street gangs and characterized 
by despair, hostility, and the collective belief 
that "life sucks."



STAGE 2 

Filled primarily with apathetic people who 
perceive themselves as victims and who are 
passively antagonistic, with the mind-set that 
"my life sucks." 

Think The Office on TV or the Dilbert comic 
strip.



STAGE 3 

Focused primarily on individual achievement 
and driven by the motto "I'm great (and you're 
not)." 

People in organizations at this stage "have to 
win, and for them winning is personal. They'll 
outwork and outthink their competitors on an 
individual basis. 

The mood that results is a collection of “lone 
warriors."



STAGE 4

Dedicated to tribal pride and the overriding 
conviction that "we're great (and they're not)." 

This kind of team requires a strong adversary, 
and the bigger the foe, the more powerful the 
tribe.



STAGE 5

A rare stage characterized by a sense of 
innocent wonder and the strong belief that "life 
is great." 
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